NOTE FOR TEAMS AND RIDERS
FURTHER INFORMATION ON 2022 Moto2™ European Championship: Triumph engines and other parts
As it was informed some months ago, the Moto2™ European Championship from 2022 will be open to Triumph using engines from
the Moto2™ World Championship. These engines will be refurbished to last 3000km. Once an engine reaches that point, it will be
at the end of its usable lifespan for the purposes of the Moto2™ ECh from 2022. The category will also be open to Honda engines
and STK600 motorcycles in 2022.
Chassis for Triumph engines will have the same characteristics as in the Moto2™ World Championship and must be purchased on
the open market.
However, there are a number of parts that will also be required and that will only be available for sale through the below suppliers.
Those suppliers involved in this operation have indicated Dorna Worldwide (DWW) that the pricing is as follows:
EXTERNPRO
Triumph engine

7.292 €

FCC Clutch

1.760 €

Initial Kit

Contact: info@fimcevrepsol.com by using the purchase order.

1.093,10 €

Engines aside, which shall only run for 3000km, the rest of the ese components have a much longer life span.
We would like to remind that the availability of the products sold by Externpro is limited and once the stock has been sold out there
will not be engines available until the next season.

ECU and other parts
MECTRONIK
Ecu MKE7

1.600 €
600 €
950 €
1.000 €
480 €
200 €
130€
250€

Logger Stick 2 Can KIT (64 Canbus Channels)*
Dashboard MIDDASH (software included)*
Wiring Harness
Load Cell

Mididash and logger software update**
Handle Bar Right bar side – 1 switch for on-off plugandplay
Handle Bar Left side – 5 switchs for ECU control

Contact: sales@mectronik.com
Purchase: www.mectronik.store

*The use of the parts marked with an * is not compulsory. However, if you decide to use them, they must be purchased to Mektronic.
**If you already have the Dashboard Middash and or the Logger, you do not need to buy a new one. In that case, you must only pay for the software update.

MECTRONIK: none of these parts are compulsory. If you wish to have it, you are free to buy those to any supplier in the
open market

The Plug&Play sensors for front and rear position 9mm diameter and with spacers

350 €\Each

The Plug&Play sensors for front and rear Pressure

150 €\Each

The Plug&Play sensors Oil Pressure

150 €

The Plug&Play sensors Fuel Pressure

150 €

The Plug&Play sensors Temp

150 €

The Speed sensor 2D for Kalex with autosport connector

160 €

LSU4.9 sensor

120 €

GPS Antenna 2D with wire leght 35cm

160 €

Small-Kit*
SPEEDFIBER
Tube 220mm long for 2ndair pressure sensor
Oil pipe extension 250mm
Oil pan drain plug for 1/8 NPT temperature sensor
Regulator rectifier fixing support

Contact: speedfiber@speedfiber.com
68,50 €
Purchase: www.speedfiber.com

*Optional

DWW shall not be responsible for any modification on the prices listed above by the relevant suppliers. Prices do not include sales tax.

